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(54) Method for implementing intersecting ring network with arbitrary topology, node and 
intersecting ring network

(57) The present invention discloses a method for
implementing an intersecting ring network with arbitrary
topology, node and an intersecting ring network. The
method includes: intersecting multiple Ethernet rings to
form the intersecting ring network with arbitrary topology,
each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network com-
prising a master node and multiple transmission nodes;

the master node of each Ethernet ring opening its primary
port and blocking its secondary port during initial normal
operation; and the master node of each Ethernet ring in
the intersecting ring network performing fault detection
and fault processing as well as fault recovery detection
and fault recovery processing by using one of the two
manners containing protocol message interaction and
detection on links directly connected to the master node.
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Description

Field of the Invention

�[0001] The present invention relates to Ethernet tech-
nology, and especially relates to a method for implement-
ing protection in an intersecting ring network with arbi-
trary topology, node and an intersecting ring network.

Background of the Invention

�[0002] At present, Ethernet ring is widespread and ap-
plied gradually. Figure 1 is a schematic illustrating the
structure of a single Ethernet ring. With reference to Fig-
ure 1, a single Ethernet ring includes a master node and
multiple transmission nodes, and the master node and
transmission nodes are adapted to transmit service data
on the Ethernet ring and fulfill various service functions.
�[0003] As to a single Ethernet ring, Rapid Ring Protec-
tion Protocol (RRPP) can provide an effective protection
mechanism at present. RRPP is a link layer protocol spe-
cially applied in an Ethernet ring. When the Ethernet ring
is integrated, RRPP can prevent broadcast storm caused
by a data ring; when a link on the Ethernet ring is broken,
RRPP can rapidly start a backup link so as to guarantee
the maximum connectivity of the Ethernet ring.
�[0004] As shown in Figure 1, according to RRPP pro-
tocol, when a single Ethernet ring is running normally,
the master node only opens the primary port on one side
for data messages, and blocks the secondary port on
other side. In this way, the Ethernet ring is in a chain form
in stead of forming a loop when transmitting the data
messages.
�[0005] According to RRPP protocol, in a single Ether-
net ring, fault detection and fault processing include: a
master node periodically sends a Hello message from its
primary port; the master node determines that the Eth-
ernet ring where it is located is down if the master node
does not receive the Hello message sent by itself in a
predefined period of time, or if the master node receives
a fault notification message reported by a transmission
node, or if the master node detects that a link directly
connected to one of its ports is at fault; and the master
node transfers to a down state, opens the blocked sec-
ondary port, and sends out a forward-�table updating mes-
sage. According to RRPP protocol, fault recovery detec-
tion and fault recovery processing include: a master node
periodically sends a Hello message; after the Ethernet
ring is down, if the master node can receive the Hello
message it has sent, or if the master node receives a
fault recovery message reported by a transmission node,
or if the master node detects that a link directly connected
to one of its ports is up, the master node determines that
the Ethernet ring where it is located has recovered, opens
the blocked secondary port and sends out a forward-�table
updating message.
�[0006] In a single Ethernet ring, when the node of the
Ethernet ring directly connected to the fault link detects

that the fault has been eliminated, the node will firstly set
the fault recovery port into a blocked state, and start a
blocking timer. When the node receives a forward- �table
updating message sent by the master node or when the
blocking timer is out, the node will transfer the port from
the blocked state to a state of normally forwarding mes-
sages, so as to guarantee smoothness of the link.
�[0007] With the development of services, a single Eth-
ernet ring sometimes cannot meet the requirement of the
services. In practical network application, it is usually
needed to intersect multiple Ethernet rings arbitrarily to
form an intersecting ring network. In other words, an in-
tersecting ring network may include multiple Ethernet
rings, each of the Ethernet rings corresponds to an Eth-
ernet topology in form of ring connection, and the inter-
secting ring network is constituted by the multiple Ether-
net rings intersected with one another. Figure 2 is a sche-
matic illustrating a topology structure formed by multiple
intersected Ethernet rings. With reference to Figure 2,
Ethernet ring R1 (composed of S1, S2, S3 and S4), R2
(composed of S3, S2 and S6) and R3 (composed of S3,
S2 and S5) are intersected to form an intersecting ring
network with arbitrary topology.
�[0008] The networking manner of intersecting multiple
Ethernet rings can form a more flexible network topology
structure, so as to provide richer services for users. Due
to characteristics of Ethernet ring itself, as to the inter-
sected Ethernet rings, an effective ring network protec-
tion mechanism is also needed to guarantee smoothness
of links in the ring network and to avoid forming a loop.
As shown in Figure 2, it is not only needed to prevent
Ethernet rings R1, R2 and R3 from forming a loop, but
also needed to guarantee a big ring generated via inter-
section (like the ring formed by S1, S2, S6, S3, S4 and
S1) from forming a loop. Further, it is needed to consider
what kind of measures should be adopted when an Eth-
ernet ring like R1 is down, so as to guarantee smoothness
of the other Ethernet rings, and so forth.
�[0009] However, at present, there is only effective Eth-
ernet ring protection mechanism for a single Ethernet
ring, but there is no effective ring network protection
mechanism for an arbitrary topology formed by intersect-
ed multiple Ethernet rings.

Summary

�[0010] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method for implementing an intersecting ring network
with arbitrary topology, node and an intersecting ring net-
work, so as to provide an effective ring network protection
mechanism for multiple intersected Ethernet rings with
arbitrary topology.
�[0011] Technical schemes of the present invention are
implemented as follows.
�[0012] A method for implementing protection in an in-
tersecting ring network with arbitrary topology includes: �

intersecting multiple Ethernet rings to form the inter-
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secting ring network with arbitrary topology, each
Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network includes
a master node and multiple transmission nodes;
the master node of each Ethernet ring opening its
primary port and blocking its secondary port during
initial normal operation; and
the master node of each Ethernet ring in the inter-
secting ring network performing fault detection and
fault processing as well as fault recovery detection
and fault recovery processing by using one of the
two manners containing protocol message interac-
tion and detection on links directly connected to a
port.

�[0013] The method further includes: mapping each
Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network into a layer,
the layer of the Ethernet ring being one of the layers from
the most inner layer to the most outer layer; and
protocol message interaction in the intersecting ring net-
work includes: �
a node of any Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work sending out a protocol message carrying layer in-
formation of the Ethernet ring where the node is located; �
a transmission node in the intersecting ring network for-
warding the protocol message through other unblocked
ports after receiving the protocol message from one port; �
a master node in the intersecting ring network:�

forwarding the protocol message through other un-
blocked ports when receiving the protocol message
from an outer layer ring through an unblocked port; or
performing relevant processing according to the pro-
tocol message and not forwarding the protocol mes-
sage when receiving the protocol message from the
current layer ring of the master node; or
directly discarding the protocol message when re-
ceiving the protocol message from an inner layer
ring.

�[0014] The method further includes: mapping each
Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network into a layer,
the layer of the Ethernet ring being one of the layers from
the most inner layer to the most outer layer; setting layer
information for each port of an edge node according to
the Ethernet ring the port belongs to, the edge node being
a node with a port through which a virtual node accesses
an Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network, wherein
a network formed by all the inner layer rings of the Eth-
ernet ring is taken as the virtual node of the Ethernet ring;
and
protocol message interaction in the intersecting ring net-
work includes: �

a node of any Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring
network sending out a protocol message carrying
layer information of the Ethernet ring where the node
is located;
an edge node receiving the protocol message from

one of its ports, selecting a port that is at the same
layer as or on an inner layer than the layer indicated
by the layer information carried in the protocol mes-
sage, and forwarding the protocol message from the
port.

�[0015] The method further includes: mapping each
Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network into a layer,
the layer of the Ethernet ring being one of the layers from
the most inner layer to the most outer layer; and
protocol message interaction in the intersecting ring net-
work includes: �

a transmission node of any Ethernet ring in the in-
tersecting ring network directly discarding the proto-
col message when receiving the protocol message
from an inner layer ring.

�[0016] The method further includes: any node in the
intersecting ring network forwarding protocol messages
in preference to data messages according to the principle
that priority of protocol messages is higher than that of
data messages.
�[0017] The protocol message is a fault notification
message carrying layer information of the Ethernet ring
where a transmission node is located, wherein the trans-
mission node sends the fault notification message to the
master node in the current layer ring when determining
that a link directly connected to a port of the transmission
node is at fault; and
the process of the master node performing fault detection
and fault processing by using protocol message interac-
tion includes: when determining that the Ethernet ring
where the master node is located has the same layer as
the layer indicated by the layer information carried in the
fault notification message, the master node in the inter-
secting ring network determining that the Ethernet ring
where it is located is at fault, opening the secondary port
and sending out an forward-�table updating message.
�[0018] The process of determining that a link directly
connected to a port of the transmission node is at fault
includes: �

the transmission node determining that the link is at
fault when determining that state of the port changes
from normal to fault;
or
when an adjacent node of the transmission node op-
erates normally, sending a heartbeat message to the
transmission node every time a preset sending timer
is out and restarting the sending timer, and
the transmission node starting a receiving timer, and
determining that the link is at fault if no heartbeat
message is received at the port connected to the
adjacent node before the receiving timer is out;
or
the transmission node sending a heartbeat message
to its adjacent node every time a preset sending timer
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is out and starting a receiving timer,
the adjacent node returning the heartbeat message
to the transmission node when receiving the heart-
beat message sent by the transmission node, and
determining that the link is at fault if the transmission
node does not receive the heartbeat message sent
by itself from the port connected to the adjacent port
before the receiving timer is out.

�[0019] The process of the transmission node sending
the fault notification message includes:�

after detecting a fault on a link directly connected to
a port of the transmission node, the transmission
node blocking the port, sending a fault notification
message carrying layer information of the Ethernet
ring where it is located to the master node in the
current layer ring, and starting a preset fault mes-
sage sending timer;
every time the fault message sending timer is out,
the transmission node sending a fault notification
message carrying layer information of the Ethernet
ring where it is located to the master node in the
current layer ring and restarting the fault message
sending timer; and
the transmission node ending the process of sending
a fault notification message and restarting the fault
message sending timer after receiving a forward-�ta-
ble updating message sent by the master node in
the current layer ring.

�[0020] The protocol message is a Hello message pe-
riodically sent by a master node carrying layer informa-
tion of the Ethernet ring where the master node is located;
and
the process of the master node performing fault recovery
detection and fault recovery processing by using protocol
message interaction includes: after receiving a Hello
message sent by the master node itself carrying layer
information of the Ethernet ring where the master node
is located, the master node determining that a fault on
the Ethernet ring where it is located is recovered, blocking
the secondary port, and sending out a forward- �table up-
dating message carrying layer information of the Ethernet
ring where it is located.
�[0021] The protocol message includes one of the fol-
lowing:�

a forward-�table updating message that is sent by the
master node after detecting a fault on the link directly
connected to the primary port of the master node
and that carries layer information of the Ethernet ring
where the master node is located;
a forward-�table updating message that carries layer
information of the Ethernet ring where the master
node is located, and is sent by the master node after
receiving a fault notification message carrying layer
information of the Ethernet ring where the master

node is located;
a forward-�table updating message that is sent by the
master node after receiving a Hello message sent
by the master node itself and that carries layer infor-
mation of the Ethernet ring where the master node
is located;
a forward-�table updating message that carries layer
information of the Ethernet ring where the master
node is located, and is sent by the master node after
determining that fault recovery messages, each of
which carries layer information of the Ethernet ring
where the master node is located, correspond to the
same link are received from different ports of the
master node belonging to the same layer ring.

�[0022] The process of determining fault recovery mes-
sages corresponding to the same link includes:�

determining different fault recovery messages that
carry information of the same node as the fault re-
covery messages corresponding to the same link; or
according to topology structure of the intersecting
ring network obtained in advance, determining dif-
ferent fault recovery messages that carry information
of two nodes on double ends of a link as the fault
recovery messages corresponding to the same link.

�[0023] The method further includes:�

any node in the intersecting ring network receiving
a forward-�table updating message from a port that
carries layer information, and updating the forward
table of the port when the layer of the Ethernet ring
the port belongs to is the same layer as or an inner
layer than the layer indicated by the layer information
carried in the forward-�table updating message.

�[0024] The method further includes:�

a master node in the intersecting ring network exe-
cuting fault protection processing including opening
the secondary port and sending a forward- �table up-
dating message carrying layer information of the Eth-
ernet ring where the master node is located only
when one of the two following situations occur,
wherein the two situations include receiving a fault
notification message that carries layer information
of the current layer ring of the master node, and de-
tecting that a link directly connected to the primary
port of the master node is at fault, and wherein the
master node is a master node of any layer ring except
the most inner layer ring or is a master node of any
layer ring in the intersecting ring network;
and/or
after a node in the intersecting ring network detecting
that a link directly connected to its port belonging to
any layer ring except the most inner layer ring is re-
covered, the node setting the port to be blocked, and
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opening the blocked port only when receiving a for-
ward-�table updating message sent by the master
node of the current layer ring of the node.

�[0025] An intersecting ring network with arbitrary to-
pology includes:�

multiple intersected Ethernet rings, each Ethernet
ring in the intersecting ring network includes a master
node and multiple transmission nodes, wherein the
primary port of the master node is open and the sec-
ondary port of the master node is blocked during
initial normal operation;
the master node of each Ethernet ring in the inter-
secting ring network is capable of performing fault
detection and fault processing as well as fault recov-
ery detection and fault recovery processing by using
one of the two manners containing protocol message
interaction and/or detection on links directly connect-
ed to the master node.

�[0026] Each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work is mapped into a layer, and the layer of the Ethernet
ring is one of the layers from the most inner layer to the
most outer layer; and
a node of any Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work is capable of sending a protocol message carrying
layer information of the node’s current layer ring;�
a transmission node in the intersecting ring network is
capable of receiving the protocol message from a port,
and forwarding the protocol message through other un-
blocked ports; and
a master node in the intersecting ring network is capable
of forwarding the protocol message through other un-
blocked ports when receiving the protocol message from
an outer layer ring through an unblocked port, and capa-
ble of performing relevant processing according to the
protocol message and not forwarding the protocol mes-
sage anymore when receiving the protocol message from
the current layer ring of the master node, and capable of
directly discarding the protocol message when receiving
the protocol message from an inner layer ring.
�[0027] Each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work is mapped into a layer, and the layer of the Ethernet
ring is one of the layers from the most inner layer to the
most outer layer;�
the intersecting ring network further includes an edge
node, and the ports of the edge node belong to different
layer rings, wherein the edge node is a node with a port
through which a virtual node accesses an Ethernet ring
and a network composed of all the inner layer rings of
the Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network is taken
as the virtual node of the intersecting ring network; and
a node of any layer ring in the intersecting ring network
is capable of sending a protocol message carrying infor-
mation of the current layer ring;�
the edge node is capable of receiving the protocol mes-
sage from one of its ports, selecting another port that is

at the same layer as or on an inner layer than the layer
indicated by the layer information carried in the protocol
message, and forwarding the protocol message from the
selected another port.
�[0028] A master node located in an intersecting ring
network with arbitrary topology includes:�

a port processing unit, capable of receiving a proto-
col message carrying layer information from other
nodes, and forwarding the protocol message carry-
ing the layer information through other unblocked
ports after receiving a forward notification message;
and
a protocol message processing unit, capable of ob-
taining layer information from the protocol message
received by the port processing unit, directly discard-
ing the protocol message if it is determined that the
master code’s current layer ring is an outer layer ring
comparing with the layer information, and sending
the forward notification message to the port process-
ing unit if it is determined that the master code’s cur-
rent layer ring is an inner layer ring comparing with
the layer information.

�[0029] The port processing unit is further capable of
sending protocol messages in preference to data mes-
sages according to the principle that priority of protocol
messages is higher than that of data messages when
forwarding the protocol message carrying layer informa-
tion.
�[0030] The protocol message processing unit is further
capable of performing fault protection processing includ-
ing opening the secondary port and sending a forward-
table updating message carrying layer information of the
current layer ring only when one of the two situations
occur, wherein the two situations include receiving a fault
notification message that carries layer information of the
current layer ring, and detecting that a link directly con-
nected to the primary port is at fault.
�[0031] A transmission node located in an intersecting
ring network with arbitrary topology and acts as an edge
node, wherein the edge node is a node with a port through
which a virtual node accesses an Ethernet ring and a
network composed of all the inner layer rings of the Eth-
ernet ring is taken as the virtual node of the intersecting
ring network;�
the transmission node includes:�

a port control unit, capable of receiving from a first
port a protocol message that carries layer informa-
tion and is sent by other nodes, forwarding the pro-
tocol message carrying layer information through a
port corresponding to the port information carried in
a forward notification after receiving the forward no-
tification; and
a protocol message control unit, capable of obtaining
layer information from the protocol message re-
ceived by the port control unit, selecting a port that
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belongs to a layer ring that is the same layer ring as
or an inner layer ring than the layer indicated by the
layer information carried in the protocol message
from the ports of the transmission node other than
the first port, and sending the forward notification
that carries information of the selected port to the
port control unit.

�[0032] The port control unit is further capable of send-
ing protocol messages in preference to data messages
according to the principle that priority of protocol mes-
sages is higher than that of data messages when for-
warding the protocol message carrying layer information.
�[0033] The port control unit is further capable of setting
a port to a blocked state after detecting that a link directly
connected to the port belonging to any layer ring except
the most inner layer ring is recovered, and opening the
blocked port only when receiving a forward-�table updat-
ing message sent by the master node of the current layer
ring of the transmission node.
�[0034] Thus, it can be seen that in the present inven-
tion, a protocol message of an Ethernet ring is confined
to be transmitted only at the current layer ring or on an
inner layer ring. Hence, it is guaranteed that each Ether-
net ring can perform fault protection processing starting
from the most inner layer ring and outwards layer by layer,
so as to provide an effective ring network protection
mechanism for multiple intersected Ethernet rings with
arbitrary topology when performing fault detection upon
the Ethernet ring by way of protocol message.
�[0035] Preferably, in the present invention, the master
node of an Ethernet ring other than the most inner layer
ring does not utilize a Hello message to check if the Eth-
ernet ring is at fault, and before determining that an Eth-
ernet ring is at fault, the master node on the single Eth-
ernet ring does not open the secondary port anymore
even if no Hello message is received when a timer is out.
Therefore, when the most inner layer ring and an outer
layer ring are both at fault, a loop path caused by opening
of the secondary port by the master node of the outer
layer ring will be avoided. Besides, in the present inven-
tion, after a transmission node of an Ethernet ring other
than the most inner layer ring sets a port of the Ethernet
ring as blocked, the process of starting a blocking timer
and moving the port’s state from blocked to normal for-
warding state when the blocking timer is out is not exe-
cuted anymore. In this way, a loop path caused by moving
of the state of the port on the transmission node of the
outer layer ring to a normal forwarding state, when faults
on the most inner layer ring and the outer layer ring are
recovered, will be avoided.

Brief Description of the Drawings

�[0036]

Figure 1 is a schematic illustrating the structure of a
single Ethernet ring.

Figure 2 is a schematic illustrating a topology struc-
ture formed by multiple intersected Ethernet rings.
Figure 3 is a flowchart illustrating the procedure of
sending and processing a fault notification message
in the intersecting ring network in an embodiment of
the present invention.
Figure 4 is a schematic illustrating the occurrence of
two faults in the intersecting ring network.
Figure 5 is a schematic illustrating the occurrence of
three faults in the intersecting ring network.
Figure 6 is a schematic illustrating the occurrence of
three faults when two of the faults are recovered in
the intersecting ring network.

Embodiments of the Invention

�[0037] To make objects, technical scheme and merits
of the present invention clearer, the present invention will
be further described in detail hereinafter with reference
to the drawings and specific embodiments.
�[0038] The present invention discloses a method for
implementing an intersecting ring network with arbitrary
topology. The method includes: intersecting multiple Eth-
ernet rings to form the intersecting ring network with ar-
bitrary topology, each Ethernet ring in the intersecting
ring network includes a master node and multiple trans-
mission nodes; the master node of each Ethernet ring
opening its primary port and blocking its secondary port
during initial normal operation; and the master node of
each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network per-
forming fault detection and fault processing as well as
fault recovery detection and fault recovery processing by
using one of the two manners containing protocol mes-
sage interaction and detection on links directly connected
to the master node.
�[0039] In the present invention, for the convenience of
management, each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring
network can be defined as a layer, and the layer is one
of the layers starting from the most inner layer and de-
fined outwards layer by layer. That is, each Ethernet ring
in the intersecting ring network is mapped into a layer,
and the layer of each of the Ethernet rings is one of the
layers from the most inner layer to the most outer layer.
During the process of defining each Ethernet ring in the
intersecting ring network into each of the layers, wherein
the layers are starting from the most inner layer and de-
fined outwards layer by layer, the Ethernet ring that is
located at the core or convergence layer can be set as
the most inner layer. With reference to the structure
formed by three intersected Ethernet rings shown in Fig-
ure 2, Ethernet ring R1 can be set as the most inner layer
ring, while Ethernet ring R2 and R3 can be set as a next
outer layer ring and the most outer layer ring, respective-
ly. During initial normal operation, S1 is the master node
of the most inner layer ring R1. During initial normal op-
eration, master nodes of Ethernet rings R1, R2 and R3
all open their primary ports and block their secondary
ports.

9 10 
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�[0040] In embodiments of the present invention, the
protocol message can be any kind of protocol messages
in a single Ethernet ring, such as a fault notification mes-
sage, a Hello message, a forward-�table updating mes-
sage and so on.
�[0041] The first example is using a fault notification
message as the protocol message. It will be illustrated
in detail hereinafter how to transmit the fault notification
message in the intersecting ring network, as well as rel-
evant processing according to the fault notification mes-
sage.
�[0042] Figure 3 is a flowchart illustrating the procedure
of sending and processing a fault notification message
in the intersecting ring network in an embodiment of the
present invention. With reference to Figure 3, the proce-
dure specifically includes the following steps.
�[0043] Step 301: in the intersecting ring network, a
transmission node of any layer ring checks whether a
link directly connected to its port is at fault, and if yes,
forward to step 302, otherwise, return to step 301.
�[0044] In step 301, there may be two manners for a
transmission node of any layer ring to implement the
check if a link directly connected to a port of the trans-
mission node is at fault.
�[0045] Manner 1: the transmission node checks if the
state of the port turns from UP to DOWN, and if yes, it is
determined that the link directly connected to the port is
down.
�[0046] Manner 2: the transmission node checks the
fault by receiving and sending a heartbeat message.
�[0047] Specifically, there are two kinds of processes
for implementing manner 2.
�[0048] Process 1: an adjacent node of any transmis-
sion node in the intersecting ring network starts a preset
sending timer. Every time the sending timer is out, the
adjacent node sends a heartbeat message to its adjacent
transmission node and restarts the sending timer. The
transmission node starts a preset receiving timer, deter-
mines whether a heartbeat message can be received
from a port connected to the adjacent node before the
receiving timer is out, and if the heartbeat message can
not be received, block the port; if yes, restart the receiving
timer.
�[0049] Process 2: every time a preset sending timer is
out, any transmission node in the intersecting ring net-
work sends a heartbeat message to its adjacent node
and starts the receiving timer. If the adjacent node re-
ceives the heartbeat message sent by the transmission
node, it will return a heartbeat message to the transmis-
sion node. If the transmission node does not receive the
heartbeat message from a port connected to the adjacent
node before the receiving timer is out, it confirms that a
link directly connected to the port is at fault and will block
the port.
�[0050] Step 302: the transmission node sends a fault
notification message carrying layer information of the
Ethernet ring where it is located to the master node of
the current layer ring, and starts a preset fault message

sending timer. Every time the fault message sending tim-
er is out, the transmission node sends a fault notification
message carrying layer information of the transmission
node’s current layer ring through each of its ports, and
then restarts the fault message sending timer, until re-
ceiving a forward-�table updating message from the mas-
ter node of the current layer ring.
�[0051] Step 303: after another transmission node in
the intersecting ring network receives the fault notification
message from one of its unblocked ports, the another
transmission node forwards the fault notification mes-
sage through its other unblocked ports.
�[0052] Step 304: the master node in the intersecting
ring network receives the fault notification message from
one of its ports, and determines according to layer infor-
mation carried in the fault notification message whether
the transmission node is located in the same layer ring
as, or an outer or inner layer ring than the layer indicated
in the carried information. If it’s an outer layer ring, for-
ward to step 305; if it’s the same layer ring, forward to
step 306; if it’s an inner layer ring, forward to step 307.
�[0053] Step 305: the master node directly discards the
fault notification message, and ends the procedure.
�[0054] Step 306: the master node does not forward the
fault notification message anymore, and confirms that
the Ethernet ring where it is located is down. If the sec-
ondary port of the master node is at a blocked state, open
the secondary port, send out a forward-�table updating
message, and end the procedure.
�[0055] Step 307: if there are still other unblocked ports,
the master node forwards the fault notification message
carrying layer information through the unblocked ports.
�[0056] In the above-�mentioned steps 304 to 307, by
means of layer comparison performed in the master
node, it is controlled that the fault notification message
sent by the master node is transmitted only at the current
layer ring or within inner layer rings of the master node.
In practical service implementations, other means can
also be applied for controlling the fault notification mes-
sage sent by the master node to be transmitted only at
the current layer ring or within inner layer rings. For ex-
ample, one of the applicable means includes: setting an
edge node, and setting layer information for each port of
the edge node according to the Ethernet ring the port
belongs to. The edge node is a node with a port through
which a virtual node accesses the Ethernet ring, wherein
a network formed by all inner layer rings of the Ethernet
ring in the intersecting ring network is taken as the virtual
node. Hence, after receiving the fault notification mes-
sage from one of its ports, the edge node selects a port
that is at the same layer as or on an inner layer than the
layer indicated by the layer information carried in the fault
notification message from other ports, and forwards the
fault notification message from the selected port. For an-
other example, another applicable means includes: after
receiving a fault notification message from an inner layer
ring of an Ethernet ring of any layer in the intersecting
ring network, a transmission node in the Ethernet ring
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directly discards the fault notification message.
�[0057] According to the processing upon a fault notifi-
cation message provided in the embodiment, only the
Ethernet ring where the node generating the message is
located (i.e., the current layer ring of the node) and inner
layer rings of the node can forward the fault notification
message. Moreover, fault protection processing is per-
formed by the master node of the Ethernet ring where
the node is located. In this way, a fault protection mech-
anism in the intersecting ring network is provided, so that
no loop will occur in the intersecting ring network, and
smoothness of the ring network is guaranteed to the max-
imum.
�[0058] In the next example, a Hello message is taken
as the protocol message. It will be illustrated how to trans-
mit the Hello message in the intersecting ring network,
as well as relevant processing according to the Hello
message.
�[0059] In this embodiment, the processing upon a Hel-
lo message on each layer ring in the intersecting ring
network is different from that of a single Ethernet ring.
�[0060] As to single ring processing in the existing tech-
nology, the master node can check whether the Ethernet
ring where it is located is down or recovered to an up
state according to the Hello message. As to an intersect-
ing ring network with arbitrary topology constituted by
multiple intersected Ethernet rings, not only the single
ring processing is taken into consideration, but also the
effect of each ring’s processing upon other rings should
be considered. Therefore, as to the intersecting ring net-
work, the master node of each Ethernet ring cannot sim-
ply adopt the single ring processing on the Hello message
in the existing technology, and otherwise, it will lead to a
loop in the intersecting ring network. A specific example
will be given to illustrate the situation. Two faults occur
in the intersecting ring network shown in Figure 4, includ-
ing a fault between node S2 and S3 as well as a fault
between node S3 and S4. As to Ethernet ring R1 (com-
posed of node S1, S2, S3 and S4), Ethernet ring R2 (com-
posed of node S2, S3 and S6) and Ethernet ring R3 (com-
posed of node S2, S3 and S5), the master nodes S1, S6
and S5 at a normal state cannot receive a Hello message
sent by themselves, respectively. According to the single
ring processing in the existing technology, the master
nodes S1, S6 and S5 of Ethernet rings R1, R2 and R3
will all confirm that their current layer rings are down, and
will all move their own states to down and open their
secondary ports. In this way, since the master nodes of
Ethernet rings R1, R2 and R3 have all opened their sec-
ondary ports, a loop appears in the intersecting ring net-
work, like the ring formed by S3, S6, S2, S5 and S3.
�[0061] Thus, it can be seen that in the intersecting ring
network, processing upon a Hello message cannot sim-
ply adopt the single ring processing in the existing tech-
nology. In order to prevent a loop path from occurring,
the processing upon the Hello message in the present
invention includes: in the intersecting ring network, the
master node only adopts the Hello message to check

whether the Ethernet ring is recovered from a fault, and
does not adopt the Hello message to check whether the
Ethernet ring is down; and a fault protection processing
to be performed when a timer is out and no Hello message
is received is cancelled, wherein the fault protection
processing includes opening the secondary port and
sending a forward-�table updating message. In other
words, the master node detects a fault only when the
transmission node reports a fault notification or via de-
tecting links directly connected to the primary port. Name-
ly, only when the master node receives a fault notification
message carrying information of the current layer ring or
detects a fault on a link directly connected to the primary
port, does the master node execute the fault protection
processing including opening the secondary port and
sending a forward-�table updating message carrying in-
formation of the current layer ring. It can be the master
node of an Ethernet ring other than the most inner layer
ring to adopt the above- �mentioned processing upon a
Hello message, or the master node of any layer ring in
the intersecting ring network to adopt the above-�men-
tioned processing upon a Hello message.
�[0062] Thus, it can be concluded that the procedure of
transmitting Hello message introduced in the embodi-
ment of the present invention includes: sending by the
master node in the intersecting ring network the Hello
message carrying layer information of the current layer
ring of the master node periodically. As to the Hello mes-
sage, transmission of the message is also confined within
the current layer ring and inner layer rings, and specific
implementation includes the following three applicable
processes:
�[0063] Process 1: a master node of any layer ring in
the intersecting ring network periodically sends a Hello
message carrying layer information of the current layer
ring; after receiving the Hello message from a port, a
transmission node in the intersecting ring network for-
wards the message through other unblocked ports; any
of the other master nodes in the intersecting ring network
receives the Hello message through unblocked ports,
and if it is confirmed according to layer information carried
in the Hello message that the current layer ring of the
master node is an outer layer ring, the master node di-
rectly discards the Hello message, if it is confirmed ac-
cording to layer information carried in the Hello message
that the current layer ring of the master node is the same
layer ring as the layer indicated by the layer information,
the master node does not forward the Hello message
anymore, if it is confirmed according to layer information
carried in the Hello message that the current layer ring
of the master node is an inner layer ring, the master node
forwards the Hello message through other unblocked
ports.
�[0064] Process 2: setting an edge node in the inter-
secting ring network and setting layer information for
each port of the edge node according to the Ethernet ring
the port belongs to, wherein the edge node is a node with
a port through which a virtual node accesses the Ethernet
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ring, and a network composed of all the inner layer rings
of the Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network is
taken as the virtual node of the intersecting ring network;
the master node of any layer ring in the intersecting ring
network sends periodically a Hello message carrying lay-
er information of the current layer ring after confirming
that the current layer ring is down; after receiving the
Hello message from one of its ports, the edge node se-
lects one or more ports belonging to the same layer as
or an inner layer than the layer indicated by the layer
information carried in the Hello message from its other
ports, and forwards the Hello message from the selected
ports.
�[0065] Process 3: after receiving a Hello message from
an inner layer ring, a transmission node of any layer ring
in the intersecting ring network directly discards the Hello
message.
�[0066] After finishing transmitting the Hello message
that is utilized by the master node to detect whether the
Ethernet ring is recovered by way of any process men-
tioned above, if the master node receives the Hello mes-
sage carrying layer information of the current layer ring
transmitted by the master node itself, it confirms that the
current layer ring is recovered from fault, blocks the sec-
ondary port, and sends a forward- �table updating mes-
sage that carries layer information of the current layer
ring.
�[0067] At last, take a forward-�table updating message
as the protocol message for example. It is introduced in
detail how to transmit the forward-�table updating mes-
sage in the intersecting ring network, as well as relevant
processing performed according to the forward- �table up-
dating message. As to the forward-�table updating mes-
sage, it is also transmitted merely within the current layer
ring and inner layer rings, and specific implementation
includes the following three applicable processes.
�[0068] Process A: after a master node of any layer ring
in the intersecting ring network confirms that the Ethernet
ring where it is located is down, it periodically sends a
forward-�table updating message carrying layer informa-
tion of the Ethernet ring where it is located; after receiving
the forward-�table updating message from a port, a trans-
mission node in the intersecting ring network forwards
the message through other normal ports; any of the other
master nodes in the intersecting ring network receives
the forward-�table updating message from other un-
blocked ports, and if it is confirmed according to layer
information carried in the forward-�table updating mes-
sage that the current layer ring of the master node is an
outer layer ring, the master node directly discards the
forward-�table updating message, if it is confirmed accord-
ing to layer information carried in the Hello message that
the current layer ring of the master node is the same layer
ring or an inner layer ring, the master node forwards the
forward-�table updating message through other un-
blocked ports.
�[0069] Process B: setting an edge node in the inter-
secting ring network and setting layer information for

each port of the edge node according to the Ethernet ring
the port belongs to, wherein the edge node is a node with
a port through which a virtual node accesses the Ethernet
ring, and a network composed of all the inner layer rings
of the Ethernet ring is taken as the virtual node of the
intersecting ring network; after determining that the cur-
rent layer ring is down, the master node of any layer ring
in the intersecting ring network periodically sends a for-
ward-�table updating message carrying layer information
of the current layer ring; after receiving the forward-�table
updating message from one of its ports, the edge node
selects one or more ports that are at the same layer as
or on an inner layer than the layer indicated by the layer
information carried in the forward- �table updating mes-
sage from its other ports, and forwards the forward-�table
updating message from the selected ports.
�[0070] Process C: after receiving a forward-�table up-
dating message from an inner layer ring, a transmission
node of any layer ring in the intersecting ring network
directly discards the forward-�table updating message.
�[0071] In the present embodiment, the forward-�table
updating message may be a forward-�table updating mes-
sage that carries layer information of the master node’s
current layer ring and that is sent by the master node
after detecting a fault on the link directly connected to
the primary port; or a forward-�table updating message
that carries layer information of the master node’s current
layer ring and that is sent by the master node after re-
ceiving the fault notification message carrying layer in-
formation of the master node’s current layer ring; or a
forward-�table updating message that carries layer infor-
mation of the master node’s current layer ring and that
is sent by the master node after receiving a Hello mes-
sage sent by the master node itself; or a forward-�table
updating message that carries layer information of the
master node’s current layer ring and that is sent by the
master node after the master node receives fault recov-
ery messages from different ports belonging to the same
layer ring, wherein each of the fault recovery messages
carries layer information of the master node’s current lay-
er ring and the fault recovery messages correspond to
the same link.
�[0072] Here, the process of determining fault recovery
messages corresponding to the same link includes: de-
termining different fault recovery messages that carry in-
formation of the same node (such as a node address) as
the fault recovery messages corresponding to the same
link; or, according to topology structure of the Ethernet
ring network obtained in advance, determining different
fault recovery messages that carry information of two
nodes on double ends of a link as the fault recovery mes-
sages corresponding to the same link.
�[0073] If the forward-�table updating message is the
one carrying layer information of the current layer ring,
which is sent by the master node after the master node
receives a fault recovery message carrying layer infor-
mation of the Ethernet ring where it is located, it can be
concluded that, in the Ethernet ring where the master
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node is located, there must be a transmission node that
detects fault recovery of one of its links directly connected
to its port. The fault recovery may be the node’s detecting
change of the port’s state from down to up; or the node’s
receiving a heartbeat message sent by an adjacent node
connected to the port. Afterwards, the transmission node
will certainly set state of the port recovered from a fault
as blocked.
�[0074] In the single ring processing of the existing tech-
nology, after setting the state of the port as blocked, the
transmission node will start a blocking timer. When the
transmission node receives a forward-�table updating
message sent from the master node or when the blocking
timer is out, the transmission node will reset the state of
the port from blocked to a state of normally transmitting
message.
�[0075] As to an intersecting ring network with arbitrary
topology composed of multiple Ethernet rings, not only
processing of single ring itself should be taken into con-
sideration, but also effect of each Ethernet ring’s process-
ing upon other rings should be taken into consideration.
Therefore, as to the intersecting ring network, a trans-
mission node of each ring cannot simply adopt the way
how a single ring’s transmission node processes the
blocked ports in the existing technology. Otherwise, it will
lead to a loop path in the intersecting ring network. A
specific example will be given to illustrate the situation.
Three faults occur on the intersecting ring network shown
in Figure 4, including a fault between nodes S2 and S3,
a fault between nodes S3 and S6 as well as a fault be-
tween nodes S3 and S4. As to the three faults, the master
nodes of ring R1 and ring R2 will both open their own
secondary ports. After that, the fault between nodes S3
and S6 in ring R2 is recovered first. After detecting the
fault recovery, transmission node S3 of ring R2 sets the
state of directly connected port as blocked, and starts
the blocking timer. Since the fault between S2 and S3 as
well as the fault between S3 and S4 still exist, the Hello
message sent by the master node of R2, which is used
for detecting if the Ethernet ring is recovered, cannot be
received by master node S6 of ring R2. Hence, the sec-
ondary port of master node S6 of R2 is still opened, and
S6 will not send out a forward-�table updating message.
Accordingly, node S3 will not receive the forward-�table
updating message when the blocking timer is out. Ac-
cording to single ring processing in the existing technol-
ogy, node S3 will open the blocked port when the blocking
timer is out, namely, set the state of the port to normal
forwarding state. Thereafter, the fault between nodes S3
and S4 in ring R1 is also recovered, and port b and port
c are finally set to normal forwarding state. Since the fault
between node S2 and node S3 is not recovered yet, the
secondary port of master node S1 in ring R1 is still
opened. However, with reference to Figure 6, a loop path
occurs in the intersecting ring network at this moment,
namely the ring formed by S1, S4, S3, S6, S2 and S1
appears.
�[0076] Thus, it can be seen that in an intersecting ring

network, a transmission node’s processing upon the
blocked port cannot simply adopt the single ring process-
ing in the existing technology. In order to avoid a loop
path from occurring, the processing provided by an em-
bodiment of the present invention includes: in the inter-
secting ring network, a transmission node processes the
blocked port belonging to the most inner layer ring by
adopting the single ring processing manner in the existing
technology; after setting the state of a port of an Ethernet
ring other than the most inner layer ring to be blocked,
the transmission node on the Ethernet ring may set the
state of the blocked port to normal forwarding state only
after receiving a forward-�table updating message sent
by the master node of the current layer ring, and there is
no such processing as starting the blocking timer any-
more, and/or there is no such processing as setting the
port of the ring other than the most inner layer ring back
to normal forwarding state anymore after the blocking
timer is out.
�[0077] To be clarified, in the present invention, when
any node in the intersecting ring network forwards a pro-
tocol message, the node must abide by the principle that
priority of protocol messages is higher than that of data
messages, and send the protocol message in prefer-
ence.
�[0078] Furthermore, in an intersecting ring network, as
to a protocol message such as a Hello message or a fault
notification message, when transmitted on the current
layer ring, the node receiving the message needs to re-
port the message to CPU for processing, and the mes-
sage is processed in the same way as the single ring
processing in the existing technology, and when trans-
mitted on an inner layer ring, the node receiving the mes-
sage directly forwards the message without processing
the message at all. As to a protocol message such as a
forward-�table updating message, when transmitted on
the current layer ring and inner layer rings, all the nodes
receiving the message need to process the message,
and the processing may be implemented as follows: in
the intersecting ring work, when any node receives a for-
ward-�table updating message carrying layer information
from a port, if the layer ring that the port is preconfigured
to belong to is the same layer as or an inner layer than
the layer indicated by the layer information carried in the
protocol message, the node updates the port’s forward
table, which is the same as the single ring processing in
the existing technology.
�[0079] In addition, an intersecting ring network with ar-
bitrary topology is presented in an embodiment of the
present invention. The intersecting ring network includes
multiple intersected Ethernet rings, each Ethernet ring in
the intersecting ring network including a master node and
multiple transmission nodes, wherein the primary port of
the master node is open and the secondary port of the
master node is blocked during initial normal operation;�
the master node of each Ethernet ring in the intersecting
ring network is capable of performing fault detection and
fault processing as well as fault recovery detection and
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fault recovery processing by using one of the two man-
ners containing protocol message interaction and/or de-
tection on links directly connected to the master node.
�[0080] Each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work is mapped into a layer, and the layer of the Ethernet
ring is one of the layers from the most inner layer to the
most outer layer; and
a node of any Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work is capable of sending a protocol message carrying
layer information of the node’s current layer ring;�
a transmission node in the intersecting ring network is
capable of receiving the protocol message from a port,
and forwarding the protocol message through other un-
blocked ports; and
a master node in the intersecting ring network is capable
of forwarding the protocol message through other un-
blocked ports when receiving the protocol message from
an outer layer ring through an unblocked port, and capa-
ble of performing relevant processing according to the
protocol message and not forwarding the protocol mes-
sage anymore when receiving the protocol message from
the current layer ring of the master node, and capable of
directly discarding the protocol message when receiving
the protocol message from an inner layer ring.
�[0081] Each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work is mapped into a layer, and the layer of the Ethernet
ring is one of the layers from the most inner layer to the
most outer layer;�
the intersecting ring network further includes an edge
node, and the ports of the edge node belong to different
layer rings, wherein the edge node is a node with a port
through which a virtual node accesses an Ethernet ring
and a network composed of all the inner layer rings of
the Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network is taken
as the virtual node of the intersecting ring network; and
a node of any layer ring in the intersecting ring network
is capable of sending a protocol message carrying infor-
mation of the current layer ring;�
the edge node is capable of receiving the protocol mes-
sage from one of its ports, selecting another port that is
at the same layer as or on an inner layer than the layer
indicated by the layer information carried in the protocol
message, and forwarding the protocol message from the
selected another port.
�[0082] A master node located in an intersecting ring
network with arbitrary topology is also presented in an
embodiment of the present invention. The master node
includes: �

a port processing unit, capable of receiving a proto-
col message carrying layer information from other
nodes, and forwarding the protocol message carry-
ing the layer information through other unblocked
ports after receiving a forward notification message;
and
a protocol message processing unit, capable of ob-
taining layer information from the protocol message
received by the port processing unit, directly discard-

ing the protocol message if it is determined that the
master code’s current layer ring is an outer layer ring
comparing with the layer information, and sending
the forward notification message to the port process-
ing unit if it is determined that the master code’s cur-
rent layer ring is an inner layer ring comparing with
the layer information.

�[0083] The port processing unit is further capable of
sending protocol messages in preference to data mes-
sages according to the principle that priority of protocol
messages is higher than that of data messages when
forwarding the protocol message carrying layer informa-
tion.
�[0084] The protocol message processing unit is further
capable of performing fault protection processing includ-
ing opening the secondary port and sending a forward-
table updating message carrying layer information of the
current layer ring only when one of the two situations
occur, wherein the two situations include receiving a fault
notification message that carries layer information of the
current layer ring, and detecting that a link directly con-
nected to the primary port is at fault.
�[0085] A transmission node located in an intersecting
ring network with arbitrary topology and acts as an edge
node is also presented in an embodiment of the present
invention. The edge node is a node with a port through
which a virtual node accesses an Ethernet ring and a
network composed of all the inner layer rings of the Eth-
ernet ring is taken as the virtual node of the intersecting
ring network.
�[0086] The transmission node includes:�

a port control unit, capable of receiving from a first
port a protocol message that carries layer informa-
tion and is sent by other nodes, forwarding the pro-
tocol message carrying layer information through a
port corresponding to the port information carried in
a forward notification after receiving the forward no-
tification; and
a protocol message control unit, capable of obtaining
layer information from the protocol message re-
ceived by the port control unit, selecting a port that
belongs to a layer ring that is the same layer ring as
or an inner layer ring than the layer indicated by the
layer information carried in the protocol message
from the ports of the transmission node other than
the first port, and sending the forward notification
that carries information of the selected port to the
port control unit.

�[0087] The port control unit is further capable of send-
ing protocol messages in preference to data messages
according to the principle that priority of protocol mes-
sages is higher than that of data messages when for-
warding the protocol message carrying layer information.
�[0088] The port control unit is further capable of setting
a port to a blocked state after detecting that a link directly
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connected to the port belonging to any layer ring except
the most inner layer ring is recovered, and opening the
blocked port only when receiving a forward-�table updat-
ing message sent by the master node of the current layer
ring of the transmission node.
�[0089] To sum up, the above illustrations are just pref-
erable embodiments of the present invention and not
used to confine the present invention. Any modification,
equivalent substitute and improvement within spirit of the
present invention are within the protection scope of the
present invention.

Claims

1. A method for implementing an intersecting ring net-
work with arbitrary topology, comprising:�

intersecting multiple Ethernet rings to form the
intersecting ring network with arbitrary topology,
each Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring net-
work comprising a master node and multiple
transmission nodes;
the master node of each Ethernet ring opening
its primary port and blocking its secondary port
during initial normal operation; and
the master node of each Ethernet ring in the in-
tersecting ring network performing fault detec-
tion and fault processing as well as fault recov-
ery detection and fault recovery processing by
using one of the two manners containing proto-
col message interaction and detection on links
directly connected to a port.

2. The method according to claim 1,

further comprising: mapping each Ethernet ring
in the intersecting ring network into a layer, the
layer of the Ethernet ring being one of the layers
from the most inner layer to the most outer layer;
and protocol message interaction in the inter-
secting ring network comprising: a node of any
Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring network
sending out a protocol message carrying layer
information of the Ethernet ring where the node
is located; a transmission node in the intersect-
ing ring network forwarding the protocol mes-
sage through other unblocked ports after receiv-
ing the protocol message from one port; a mas-
ter node in the intersecting ring network: for-
warding the protocol message through other un-
blocked ports when receiving the protocol mes-
sage from an outer layer ring through an un-
blocked port; performing relevant processing
according to the protocol message and not for-
warding the protocol message when receiving
the protocol message from the current layer ring
of the master node; directly discarding the pro-

tocol message when receiving the protocol mes-
sage from an inner layer ring;
or
further comprising: mapping each Ethernet ring
in the intersecting ring network into a layer, the
layer of the Ethernet ring being one of the layers
from the most inner layer to the most outer layer;
setting layer information for each port of an edge
node according to the Ethernet ring the port be-
longs to, the edge node being a node with a port
through which a virtual node accesses an Eth-
ernet ring in the intersecting ring network,
wherein a network formed by all the inner layer
rings of the Ethernet ring is taken as the virtual
node of the Ethernet ring; and protocol message
interaction in the intersecting ring network com-
prising: a node of any Ethernet ring in the inter-
secting ring network sending out a protocol mes-
sage carrying layer information of the Ethernet
ring where the node is located; an edge node
receiving the protocol message from one of its
ports, selecting a port that is at the same layer
as or on an inner layer than the layer indicated
by the layer information carried in the protocol
message, and forwarding the protocol message
from the port;
or
further comprising: mapping each Ethernet ring
in the intersecting ring network into a layer, the
layer of the Ethernet ring being one of the layers
from the most inner layer to the most outer layer;
and protocol message interaction in the inter-
secting ring network comprising: a transmission
node of any Ethernet ring in the intersecting ring
network directly discarding the protocol mes-
sage when receiving the protocol message from
an inner layer ring.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, further com-
prising: any node in the intersecting ring network for-
warding protocol messages in preference to data
messages according to the principle that priority of
protocol messages is higher than that of data mes-
sages.

4. The method according to any of claims 1 to 3, where-
in

the protocol message is a fault notification mes-
sage carrying layer information of the Ethernet
ring where a transmission node is located,
wherein the transmission node sends the fault
notification message to the master node in the
current layer ring when determining that a link
directly connected to a port of the transmission
node is at fault; and the process of the master
node performing fault detection and fault
processing by using protocol message interac-
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tion comprises: when determining that the Eth-
ernet ring where the master node is located has
the same layer as the layer indicated by the layer
information carried in the fault notification mes-
sage, the master node in the intersecting ring
network determining that the Ethernet ring
where it is located is at fault, opening the sec-
ondary port and sending out an forward- �table
updating message;
or
the protocol message is a Hello message peri-
odically sent by a master node carrying layer
information of the Ethernet ring where the mas-
ter node is located; and the process of the mas-
ter node performing fault recovery detection and
fault recovery processing by using protocol mes-
sage interaction comprises: after receiving a
Hello message sent by the master node itself
carrying layer information of the Ethernet ring
where the master node is located, the master
node determining that a fault on the Ethernet
ring where it is located is recovered, blocking
the secondary port, and sending out a forward-
table updating message carrying layer informa-
tion of the Ethernet ring where it is located.

5. The method according to any of claims 1 to 4, where-
in the protocol message is a fault notification mes-
sage carrying layer information of the Ethernet ring
where a transmission node is located, wherein the
transmission node sends the fault notification mes-
sage to the master node in the current layer ring
when determining that a link directly connected to a
port of the transmission node is at fault; and

the process of determining that a link directly
connected to a port of the transmission node is
at fault comprises:
the transmission node determining that the link
is at fault when determining that state of the port
changes from normal to fault;
or
when an adjacent node of the transmission node
operates normally, sending a heartbeat mes-
sage to the transmission node every time a pre-
set sending timer is out and restarting the send-
ing timer, and the transmission node starting a
receiving timer, and determining that the link is
at fault if no heartbeat message is received at
the port connected to the adjacent node before
the receiving timer is out;
or
the transmission node sending a heartbeat mes-
sage to its adjacent node every time a preset
sending timer is out and starting a receiving tim-
er, the adjacent node returning the heartbeat
message to the transmission node when receiv-
ing the heartbeat message sent by the transmis-

sion node, and determining that the link is at fault
if the transmission node does not receive the
heartbeat message sent by itself from the port
connected to the adjacent port before the receiv-
ing timer is out.

6. The method according to any of claims 1 to 5, where-
in the protocol message is a fault notification mes-
sage carrying layer information of the Ethernet ring
where a transmission node is located, wherein the
transmission node sends the fault notification mes-
sage to the master node in the current layer ring
when determining that a link directly connected to a
port of the transmission node is at fault; and
the process of the transmission node sending the
fault notification message comprises: �
after detecting a fault on a link directly connected to
a port of the transmission node, the transmission
node blocking the port, sending a fault notification
message carrying layer information of the Ethernet
ring where it is located to the master node in the
current layer ring, and starting a preset fault mes-
sage sending timer;�
every time the fault message sending timer is out,
the transmission node sending a fault notification
message carrying layer information of the Ethernet
ring where it is located to the master node in the
current layer ring and restarting the fault message
sending timer; and
the transmission node ending the process of sending
a fault notification message and restarting the fault
message sending timer after receiving a forward-�ta-
ble updating message sent by the master node in
the current layer ring.

7. The method according to any of claims 1 to 6, where-
in the protocol message includes one of the follow-
ing: �

a forward- �table updating message that is sent
by the master node after detecting a fault on the
link directly connected to the primary port of the
master node and that carries layer information
of the Ethernet ring where the master node is
located;
a forward-�table updating message that carries
layer information of the Ethernet ring where the
master node is located, and is sent by the master
node after receiving a fault notification message
carrying layer information of the Ethernet ring
where the master node is located;
a forward- �table updating message that is sent
by the master node after receiving a Hello mes-
sage sent by the master node itself and that car-
ries layer information of the Ethernet ring where
the master node is located;
a forward-�table updating message that carries
layer information of the Ethernet ring where the
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master node is located, and is sent by the master
node after determining that fault recovery mes-
sages, each of which carries layer information
of the Ethernet ring where the master node is
located, correspond to the same link are re-
ceived from different ports of the master node
belonging to the same layer ring.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the proc-
ess of determining fault recovery messages corre-
sponding to the same link comprises: �

determining different fault recovery messages
that carry information of the same node as the
fault recovery messages corresponding to the
same link; or
according to topology structure of the intersect-
ing ring network obtained in advance, determin-
ing different fault recovery messages that carry
information of two nodes on double ends of a
link as the fault recovery messages correspond-
ing to the same link.

9. The method according to claim 7 or 8, further com-
prising:�

any node in the intersecting ring network receiv-
ing a forward- �table updating message from a
port that carries layer information, and updating
the forward table of the port when the layer of
the Ethernet ring the port belongs to is the same
layer as or an inner layer than the layer indicated
by the layer information carried in the forward-
table updating message.

10. The method according to one of the claims 1 to 9,
further comprising:�

a master node in the intersecting ring network
executing fault protection processing including
opening the secondary port and sending a for-
ward-�table updating message carrying layer in-
formation of the Ethernet ring where the master
node is located only when one of the two follow-
ing situations occur, wherein the two situations
include receiving a fault notification message
that carries layer information of the current layer
ring of the master node, and detecting that a link
directly connected to the primary port of the mas-
ter node is at fault, and wherein the master node
is a master node of any layer ring except the
most inner layer ring or is a master node of any
layer ring in the intersecting ring network;
and/or
after a node in the intersecting ring network de-
tecting that a link directly connected to its port
belonging to any layer ring except the most inner
layer ring is recovered, the node setting the port

to be blocked, and opening the blocked port only
when receiving a forward- �table updating mes-
sage sent by the master node of the current layer
ring of the node.

11. An intersecting ring network with arbitrary topology,
comprising: �

multiple intersected Ethernet rings, each Ether-
net ring in the intersecting ring network compris-
ing a master node and multiple transmission
nodes, wherein the primary port of the master
node is open and the secondary port of the mas-
ter node is blocked during initial normal opera-
tion;
the master node of each Ethernet ring in the in-
tersecting ring network is capable of performing
fault detection and fault processing as well as
fault recovery detection and fault recovery
processing by using one of the two manners
containing protocol message interaction and/or
detection on links directly connected to the mas-
ter node.

12. A master node located in an intersecting ring network
with arbitrary topology, comprising:�

a port processing unit, capable of receiving a
protocol message carrying layer information
from other nodes, and forwarding the protocol
message carrying the layer information through
other unblocked ports after receiving a forward
notification message; and
a protocol message processing unit, capable of
obtaining layer information from the protocol
message received by the port processing unit,
directly discarding the protocol message if it is
determined that the master code’s current layer
ring is an outer layer ring comparing with the
layer information, and sending the forward noti-
fication message to the port processing unit if it
is determined that the master code’s current lay-
er ring is an inner layer ring comparing with the
layer information.

13. The master node according to claim 12, wherein the
port processing unit is further capable of sending pro-
tocol messages in preference to data messages ac-
cording to the principle that priority of protocol mes-
sages is higher than that of data messages when
forwarding the protocol message carrying layer in-
formation.

14. The master node according to claim 12 or 13, where-
in the protocol message processing unit is further
capable of performing fault protection processing in-
cluding opening the secondary port and sending a
forward-�table updating message carrying layer infor-
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mation of the current layer ring only when one of the
two situations occur, wherein the two situations in-
clude receiving a fault notification message that car-
ries layer information of the current layer ring, and
detecting that a link directly connected to the primary
port is at fault.

15. A transmission node located in an intersecting ring
network with arbitrary topology and acts as an edge
node, wherein the edge node is a node with a port
through which a virtual node accesses an Ethernet
ring and a network composed of all the inner layer
rings of the Ethernet ring is taken as the virtual node
of the intersecting ring network;�
the transmission node comprising:�

a port control unit, capable of receiving from a
first port a protocol message that carries layer
information and is sent by other nodes, forward-
ing the protocol message carrying layer infor-
mation through a port corresponding to the port
information carried in a forward notification after
receiving the forward notification; and
a protocol message control unit, capable of ob-
taining layer information from the protocol mes-
sage received by the port control unit, selecting
a port that belongs to a layer ring that is the same
layer ring as or an inner layer ring than the layer
indicated by the layer information carried in the
protocol message from the ports of the trans-
mission node other than the first port, and send-
ing the forward notification that carries informa-
tion of the selected port to the port control unit.

16. The transmission node according to claim 15, where-
in the port control unit is further capable of sending
protocol messages in preference to data messages
according to the principle that priority of protocol
messages is higher than that of data messages when
forwarding the protocol message carrying layer in-
formation.

17. The transmission node according to claim 15 or 16,
wherein the port control unit is further capable of set-
ting a port to a blocked state after detecting that a
link directly connected to the port belonging to any
layer ring except the most inner layer ring is recov-
ered, and opening the blocked port only when re-
ceiving a forward-�table updating message sent by
the master node of the current layer ring of the trans-
mission node.
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